Introduction

The recent advancements in printing technology have provided a new fabrication method for flexible and light-weight electronic devices at low costs. To fabricate these so-called printed electronic devices, inks containing conductive materials are printed on plastic sheets to produce flexible microelectronic circuits. As the most essential part in every circuit, electrically conductive interconnects from metal inks have been widely used in these printed devices. To reduce the manufacturing cost, copper has recently attracted wide attention for printed conductive features because of its low price, and high electric conductivity. The most commonly used copper inks are nanoparticle suspensions.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^7\) The printed patterns can yield a low resistivity down to 2.2 times of that for bulk copper\(^2\) after sintering at 200 °C for an hour. However, most plastic substrates might melt or deform at this high temperature. Alternatively, electroless plating approach offers a low-temperature synthetic route for copper thin film fabrication on plastic surfaces.\(^8\)-\(^\text{1}^\text{1}\)

Solutions containing active agents are first printed with micro-contact\(^1^\text{2}\)-\(^1^\text{4}\) or inkjet printing\(^2^\text{5}\)-\(^2^\text{8}\) methods to produce patterns on plastic substrates. Copper metal are then deposited selectively on the printed patterns in a subsequent electroless plating bath.\(^1^\text{2},^\text{1}^\text{3},^\text{1}^\text{5},^\text{1}^\text{6},^\text{1}^\text{9}\) Although electroless plating methods can produce highly conductive copper thin films on flexible substrates at low temperatures, the method needs two processing steps and the plating fluid might contaminate or modify the plastic surfaces other than the patterned area. Thus, copper inks that can directly print on selected area with low sintering temperatures are still needed for metal interconnects on plastic substrates.

To meet the low-temperature sintering and direct writing requirements, metallo-organic decomposition (MOD)\(^2^\text{9}\)-\(^3^\text{2}\) inks currently catch widespread research interests for copper metal pattern formation on plastic substrates. Among all the organic copper salts, copper formate (CuF) is the most commonly used material due to its self-reducible characteristic.\(^2^\text{6},^\text{2}^\text{7}\) When heated at \(\sim 200\) °C, CuF can decompose into copper metal.\(^2^\text{7},^\text{2}^\text{9}\) To lower the decomposition temperature, CuF is usually mixed with complexing agents, such as alkylamines\(^2^\text{6},^\text{2}^\text{7}\) or pyridine derivatives.\(^2^\text{2}\) These organic copper complexes can decompose at temperatures as low as 100 °C.\(^3^\text{2},^\text{3}^\text{3}\) Moreover, with a low sintering temperature, one can also print the copper MOD ink on plastic sheets to make flexible conductive patterns.\(^2^\text{8}\) These frontier studies have shown great feasibility of copper MOD inks.
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formulation for conductive copper thin films. However, although those copper complexes can decompose into metals at low temperatures, the copper MOD inks are regularly found to have strong dewetting or surface morphological problems during the thermal calcination process. The non-uniform thickness or distorted boundaries can lead to bad printing quality for precise conductive pattern formation. Moreover, CO₂ bubbles generated in CuF decomposition process can also lead to porous nanostructures in the copper films and thus deteriorate the electrical conductivity. Generally, these morphological problems can be mitigated by adding copper particles in MOD ink to increase the copper load or blending two types of amines to control the morphology of the films. However, the cause of morphological problem is still unsolved and needs detail investigation. Besides morphological problems, the adhesion and mechanical strength of the copper thin films from MOD inks on plastic substrates are also important issues for flexible electronic applications. More investigations on ink surface properties or ink formulations are necessary to address these challenges.

In this work, we aim to formulate a particle-free self-reductive copper ink with low sintering temperature for printed conductive patterns on flexible substrates. Monoisopropanol amine (MIPA) was used to form complex with CuF because of the low thermal decomposition temperature (~100 °C). However, the MIPA–CuF ink dewets easily on glass or plastic surfaces and results in bad printing or coating quality. The cause of morphological problem will be investigated and the morphology of thin films after sintering copper formate ink will be carefully studied to optimize the smoothness and conductivity of the resulting copper thin films. The adhesion of the copper thin films will also be enhanced by addition of binder polymers. The mechanical strength of printed conductive tracks on plastic sheets under bending conditions will also be evaluated, and several examples will be demonstrated to show the potential applications of this ink for printed electronics.

**Experimental section**

Copper(II) formate tetra-hydrate (Cu(HCOO)₂·4H₂O, CuF, Wako, Japan) was mixed with monoisopropanol amine (1-amino-2-propanol, MIPA, Junsei, Japan) at a 1:1 molar ratio to prepare the copper complex. The mixture was strongly mixed with a conditioning mixer to produce CuF–MIPA ink. Octylamine (OA, Kanto Chemical Co., Japan) was then added to CuF–MIPA ink and mixed with a conditioning mixer to produce CuF–MIPA–OA ink. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW 10,000, Tokyo Kasei Co., Japan) was added to the ink to promote film printability and adhesion on substrate. All the prepared inks showed deep blue color without any sediments (Fig. S1†). Flexible poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET, Universal film, Japan) and polyimide (PI, Chang Chun Plastics Co., Ltd., Taiwan) slides were cleaned by rinsing sequentially with deionized water and ethanol. These flexible substrates were then dried in a vacuum oven before used. The printed inks were calcined under a nitrogen environment. The microstructures of the sintered copper thin films and printed samples were examined with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL JSM-6701F field-emission-type SEM. The thicknesses of the copper films were estimated from the cross-sectional SEM images to calculate the resistivity of the copper films. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected using a Rigaku Miniflex-II diffractometer. Thermogravimetric differential thermal analysis (TG-DTA) was performed using a Shimadzu DTG-60H to study the decomposition of CuF–MIPA and CuF–MIPA–OA inks. The sheet resistances of the sintered copper films were measured by using a resistivity meters (Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech Loresta-GP) at four-point probe mode.

**Results and discussion**

The electrical conductivity of the copper thin films from the MOD inks strongly depends on the film uniformity in the calcination process. Fig. 1 shows the morphology of copper thin films formed by heating CuF–MIPA ink at 120 °C for 40 min on a glass substrate. Although the copper complexes in CuF–MIPA ink dewet seriously into a chaotic pattern after calcination. The serious deformation could be attributed to the bubble generation and severe dewetting during the thermal decomposition process. The decomposition of copper formate not only recovers copper but also releases gases as follows:

$$\text{Cu}(\text{HCOO})_2 \rightarrow \text{Cu} + 2\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2$$

The gas release generates bubbles, which can be large enough to create large holes in the heating process. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of a heated CuF–MIPA thin film at 120 °C. Serious bubbling behavior is observed in the first few minutes, and results in serious liquid film deformation with several empty spots. The CuF–MIPA liquid film kept on dewetting in the evaporating/bubbling/copper formation process, as shown in Fig. 2. The SEM image (Fig. 1(c)) shows that the copper films are
composed of porous and rough structures with large copper particles. These bubbles can also lead to more severe deformations for printed straight lines (Fig. S3†). The rough morphology caused by the gas release thus needs to be minimized to create continuous conductive patterns from the MOD ink.

To enhance the film uniformity, octylamine is added to reduce the surface tension and reduce the dewetting problem because of its low surface tension as well as good size control ability in the copper formation process, which can be attributed to the long alkyl chain of octylamine.26,27 The addition of octylamine (OA) can effectively reduce the surface tension and contact angle of the MOD copper ink. As shown in Fig. 3(a), a minimum surface tension of ~25 mN m⁻¹ and contact angle of ~22° are observed when an OA/MIPA ratio greater than 0.5 is used. The smaller surface tension leads to smaller bubble sizes,28 and reduce the perturbation of liquid films in the reaction step. The bubble sizes and numbers are calculated when copper starts to nucleate (Fig. S4†). The results show that bubble size and number is greatly reduced when OA/MIPA ratio is more than 0.5, which is consistent with the results of surface tension measurement. Moreover, the lower contact angle or better wettability inhibits contact line motion in the drying process. Thus, the resulting copper thin films show much better uniformity with an OA/MIPA ratio > 0.5 (Fig. 3(b)) as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d) and 2, severe bubbling behavior is successfully mitigated and a compact and uniform copper thin film can be synthesized. Because the edges of CuF–MIPA liquid film on glass are slightly dewetted, the film might be thicker and leads to more bubbling rate compared with the thinner film of CuF–MIPA–OA ink. To confirm the relationship between the bubbling rate and liquid film thickness, two CuF–MIPA–OA films of different thickness are prepared and heated. It is found the bubble size and bubbling rates remain unchanged as the copper thin films started to form (Fig. S5†), indicating liquid film thickness does not affect bubbling behavior. With detail SEM image analyses (Fig. S6†), the particle size distributions at various OA/MIPA ratios are evaluated. The particle size obviously decreases when OA/MIPA ratio increases, and reaches a minimum at OA/MIPA = 1. Because OA has a higher boiling point (179.4 °C) than that of MIPA (160 °C), removal of OA content in the calcination process needs either a higher temperature or a longer drying time. Therefore, an optimum OA/MIPA ratio of 1.0 is used to formulate the CuF–MIPA–OA ink in the following sections to reduce both calcination temperature and drying time for the MOD copper ink.

The CuF–MIPA–OA ink can yield in conductive films after calcination. First, thermogravimetric differential thermal analysis (TGA) is used to examine the reaction of CuF decomposition with amine complexing agents. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the decomposition reaction occurs at around 150 °C, which is close to other CuF/ammine MOD inks in the literature (Table S1†).27,28 However, DTA analyses (Fig. 4(b)) show a single peak around 140 °C in the DTA curve of CuF–MIPA ink, but two major peaks in that of CuF–MIPA–OA ink, indicating that there might be two CuF complex ions in the CuF–MIPA–OA ink. The formation of a new complex may lead to a different decomposition mechanism. To further investigate the effects of heating process on the electrical resistivity, inks with equal amount of CuF are spread on glass to form liquid films. The liquid films are subsequently calcined under nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures between 100–150 °C for 40 minutes. Fig. 5(a) shows the relationship between the resistivity and heating temperatures. After heating at 100 °C for 40 minutes, because of the high boiling point of
IPA (160 °C) and OA (179.4 °C), the synthesized copper thin film still has unevaporated solvent residues or some unreacted copper complex ink, thus a fairly high resistivity is observed. For temperatures higher than 110 °C, the resistivity of the copper films decreases and is in the order of 10⁻⁷ Ω m. The SEM images indicate that the synthesized copper films show a compact network of nanoparticles (Fig. 5(b) and (c)). These particles have diameters ranging from 50 nm to 500 nm (Fig. S7†), which are much smaller than those from CuF–MIPA ink (>10 μm, Fig. 3(b)). The cross-sectional view (Fig. 5(c)) also shows a uniform and compact particle packing. The compact particle packing provides great percolating path for electron transfer and thus enhances the conductivity of the copper thin films.

X-ray diffraction is also used to probe the crystalline structures in the copper thin films (Fig. S2(b)†). The peak assignments of XRD patterns at are in good agreement with the characteristic values for metallic copper crystalline structure. For inks heated at temperatures above 100 °C, the copper complex can be reduced to metallic copper with nearly no copper oxides after calcination. However, considering the time for solvent removal, a heating temperature higher than 110 °C might be more adequate to obtain conductive copper thin film within 40 minutes.

The resistivity of the copper films also depends on the calcination time (Fig. 6). As expected, both copper recovery reaction and solvent removal rates are slow at 110 °C. Therefore, it takes more than 40 minutes for the copper thin film to become conductive. The reaction and evaporation rates can both be accelerated by increasing the calcination temperature. As the temperature increases to 125 °C, it takes only 15 minutes to prepare the conductive copper thin films. When the temperature rises to 140 °C, the copper complex decomposition can be fast enough to prepare conductive copper thin films within 5 minutes.

Although copper conductive films can be fabricated successfully at low temperatures, they show poor adhesion to the substrates. Simple tape tests are performed to examine the adhesion of synthesized copper films on glass after PVP
addition. A simple tape test is performed to test the adhesion of copper films on glass by removing the attached tape (Scotch Cat. 600 tape, 3M). As shown in Fig. 7(a), the copper films without PVP addition can be easily stripped off by tapes. To enhance the adhesion, PVP polymer is added into the CuF–MIPA–OA ink to serve as an adhesion promoter. PVP dissolves well in CuF–MIPA–OA ink and no precipitation or color change is observed (Fig. S1†). The addition of PVP in the CuF–MIPA–OA ink also shows the same thermal decomposition behavior as that of CuF–MIPA–OA ink (Fig. 4).

After the addition of PVP, the adhesion of the resulting copper thin films is greatly improved. As shown in Fig. 7(b), with the addition of 1 wt% PVP, copper films stay on the glass completely in the tape test, indicating great adhesion between the copper films and glass substrate. This great adhesion leads to the nearly unchanged sheet resistance after repeatedly taped for 10 times (Fig. 7(c)). However, the electrical conductivity might be deteriorated with PVP addition. The electrical resistance of the copper films with various PVP concentrations in CuF–MIPA–OA inks are measured and summarized in Fig. 7(d).

The sheet resistance increases slightly when 1% PVP is added. As the content of PVP increases beyond 2 wt%, the sheet resistance increases sharply. When PVP concentrations is higher than 3 wt%, a high resistance in the order of $10^6 \ \Omega \ \text{sq}^{-1}$ is observed, showing poor conductive networks of copper particles surrounded by PVP. Considering both the conductivity and adhesion, 1 wt% PVP is used in the following sections.

Conductive copper patterns can be plotted on flexible substrates with the same copper ink by using a microdispenser. As shown in Fig. 8(a), continuous copper thin lines of 250 μm in width are printed on a flexible polyimide thin film to test the mechanical stability. Fig. 8(c) shows the change in sample resistance after repeated bending. The resistance increase ratio ($R/R_0$) rises only slightly (≈30%) after being bent repeatedly for more than 5000 bending cycles. This gradual loss of conductivity with bending cycle could attribute to the grain defects in the copper thin film patterns. The resulting copper thin films can serve as conductive tracks for lighting devices even under bending conditions (Fig. 8(b)). One can also create copper thin patterns on PET films with a lower calcination temperature and a longer sintering time. Fig. S8† shows the photograph of a copper pattern created on a PET thin film with a line width of 250 μm after sintering the ink pattern at 100 °C for 2 hours. These examples show that this copper MOD ink can be readily used for preparation of flexible conductors.
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**Fig. 7** A simple tape test for copper thin films produced from CuF–MIPA–OA ink (a) without PVP and (b) with 1 wt% PVP. (c) The sheet resistance increase ratio ($R/R_0$) of sample (b) under repeated tape tests. (d) Resistivity as a function of copper thin films as a function of PVP content. All the copper thin films are obtained at a sintering temperature of 140 °C for 10 minutes under nitrogen environment.

**Fig. 8** (a) Demonstration of the flexible copper thin film patterns produced from CuF–MIPA–OA ink. (b) Demonstration of printed copper thin film tracks on a bent PET sheet. The LED in the back is lighted by wiring the bent tracks to a power supply. (c) The sheet resistance increase ratio of sample (a) under repeated bending tests with a radius of curvature of 2 mm.
Conclusions

A thermally triggered self-reducible copper ink is developed to print conductive patterns on flexible substrates. Inks containing only copper formate (CuF) and monoisopropanol amine (MIPA) generate large bubbles in the CuF decomposing process, and thus result in largely non-uniform copper thin films. With the addition of octylamine (OA), the bubbling disturbance is relieved due to better wettability and lower surface tension, so that the film uniformity is greatly improved. A low resistivity of $2 \times 10^{-7}$ $\Omega$ m (8.5% of bulk copper) can be reached by heating the ink at 140 °C for 5 minutes under nitrogen environment. The results from XRD indicate the sintered copper films comprised of pure metallic copper crystalline. The adhesion of synthesized copper thin films on substrates can be greatly improved by addition of PVP without losing the conductivity, and the conductivity remains nearly the same after repeated tape tests. The ink can also be printed on flexible substrates, such as PET or PI thin films, to create highly-conductive tracks with great mechanical stability under bending conditions. Various conductive patterns on flexible substrates are also demonstrated to show the great potential of this ink for printed electronic applications. In summary, this ink formulation shows the great potential of this ink for printed electronic applications.
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